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The most recent theories relating to the original source of the Maltese language point to a direct Sicilian-Arabic connection (Agius, 1990; Agius, 1993; Agius, 1996; Brincat, 1994). This paper presents the results of the first ever large-scale statistical analysis of Maltese using the newly formed Maltilex Corpus (Rosner et al., 1999; Rosner et al., 2000). Traditional etymological and categorical analyses were supplemented with data mining techniques to provide accurate results confirming traditional subjective notions.

The Maltilex Corpus is made up of a representative mixture of newspaper articles, local and foreign news coverage, sports articles, political discussions, government publications, radio show transcripts and some novels. As of the time of writing, the corpus had over 1.8 million words and almost 70,000 different word forms, making it the largest digital corpus of Maltese in existence.

A random sample of 1000 unique word forms was selected from the corpus and the etymology and category class noted down for every word in the sample. Words falling under multiple category classes were duplicated and a single category was entered for every word to ensure unique etymology/word class pairs. Weights were added to every entry representing the number of category classes associated with a particular word to maintain accurate statistics.

A data matrix with 1034 entries was thus obtained, representing all possible etymology/word class pairs for the sample word forms. The data matrix was analysed using a custom written data mining tool to extract statistics about the relationship between etymology and word classes in Maltese. Overall statistics about the source language origins of Maltese, together with the most commonly occurring word classes were also extracted. The use of a data mining tool enabled us to analyse the data from two different perspectives – word class distribution for every etymological class and vice-versa.

Maltese grammar and morphology remain to this day largely Arabic, but with distinct Romance and English morphological accretions (Aquilina, 1973; Aquilina, 1979). Traditionally the Romance element in Maltese was thought to commence with the coming of the Normans in Medieval ages and intensified during the long period of rule under the Knights of Malta. Pre-Norman Arabic content appears to have been heavily Sicilian based (Brincat, 1995).

The greatest linguistic inroads from the Italian mainland occurred during the early days of the British rule when large numbers of political refugees sought and were granted asylum during the unification of Italy (Friggieri, 1979). The most recent linguistic influence on Maltese is English. English has steadily and increasingly affected Maltese, adding another language facet to the overall structure of Maltese (Mifsud, 1995).

Despite the relatively very recent accretions from English and the vastly different morphological structure of the two languages, the assimilation of English lexemes into a Maltese mould occurs with the least possible disturbance to Maltese morphology, especially with English verbs. Interestingly, contemporary Arabic is adopting similar assimilative patterns as Maltese in its borrowings from the English-American lexis.

This study clearly shows that, in addition to other aspects, Italian lexical influence upon present day Maltese has exceed the Arabic content in a quantitative sense. Such development has also enriched Maltese from a purely root based morphology, with the additional productive Romance feature of catenation (Schweiger, 1994).
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